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1. INTRODUCTION 
A homeomorphism f is said to be quasiconformal, with given complex 
dilatation k, in a domain G of the complex plane, if it satisfies the Beltrami 
equation 
f, = Plf,, (1) 
where p =p(z) is a complex-valued measurable function on G with 
1~) <k< 1, and 
fz=fcfv-!fv,> f, = tc f, + if 1. (2) 
There are two principal problems: finding such quasiconformal 
homeomorphisms of the whole plane on itself, and of the unit disk ZI on 
itself. In both cases it is well known that a homeomorphism exists and, 
with appropriate normalization, it is unique. 
Both constructive and nonconstructive proofs for this existence-uni- 
queness theorem have appeared in the literature. The earliest proofs for 
Holder continuous p are due to Korn [S] and Lichtenstein [S]. For con- 
tinuous ~1 the first proof is by Lavrentiev [6], while the case for measurable 
p was treated by Morrey [9]. These results provide the existence of local 
quasi-conformal mappings with prescribed dilatation; the global mapping 
theorem follows from the local theorem by use of the general unifor- 
mization theorem. The first direct proofs of the global theorems were given 
by Vekua [ 1 l] and Ahlfors [ 11; these results are constructive, as they 
provide an explicit formula, called the normal solution, for the mapping j. 
Easily accessible modern treatments appear in Ahlfors [2], Vekua [12]. 
Lehto and Virtanen [7], and Volkovyskii, Lunts, and Aramanovich [13]. 
However, in spite of this profusion of information, there appears to be a 
scarcity of actual known normal solutions to Beltrami’s equation with 
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prescribed dilatation. In part, this may be due to the formidable nature of 
the formula: it involves an infinite series of Calderon-Zygmund singular 
integrals. Note that it is not enough to simply produce a solution to 
the Beltrami equation: although it is trivial to verify that f(z) = 
F(r(z) + mr(z)), with F and r entire, is a solution of 
.fi rl(z) f2=m ylo’ ( ) 
there is no guarantee that f is a homeomorphism that is conformally exten- 
dable to the whole plane (and such that f, - 1 is in Lp(c)). We determine 
explicit expressions for the normal solutions in D with complex dilatation 
p(z) = m(F/z)k, k any integer and real m with ImJ < 1. This is a first step 
towards considering more general p of the form 
k 
where r is analytic on the unit disc, r f 0. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let x0 be the characteristic function for the unit disk D in the extended 
complex plane C. We wish to determine a quasiconformal homeomorphism 
f of C onto itself having the complex dilatation 
for real m satisfying Irnj < 1 and integral k. Define the operators 
and 
(4) 
where [ = 5 + iv, and the integrations in (4) and (5) are over the complex 
plane. Note that Pf(z) = w(z) - QJ(O). If f~ L,(D) p > 2, then Qj and Pf 
exist everywhere as absolutely convergent integrals and Tf exists almost 
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everywhere as a Cauchy principal value. More importantly for our pur- 
poses, if f~ C;(d), the Banach space of n times continuously differentiable 
functions whose nth partial derivatives have Holder index 0 < a 6 1, then 
QJ, Pf and Tf also belong to C;(D). Indeed, Q: C;(D) -+ C;+ l(D) is a 
completely continuous onto operator and T: C:(D) + C;(B) is a linear 
bounded onto operator (see Vekua [12, p. 561). Furthermore, 
wf -= Tf aZ and 
a2f - = ,f, az 
and, by the comments above, 
gf=Tf and aPf r?_;=L (8) 
if f E C:(c) and (7) and (8) hold in the distributional sense if f E L”(c), 
p> 1 (see Vekua 1112, p. 711). 
Ahlfors [2] proves that for any measurable p with lIpI/ n; < I, the 
function 
where 
f(z) = z + PCAh + 1 )I, (9) 
h=Tp+ TpTp+ TpTpT,u+ . . . . (10) 
is a quasiconformal homeomorphism of C onto itself with complex 
dilatation p satisfying f(0) = 0 and f, - 1 E Lp(c). This is called the normal 
solution. 
Observe that 
F(z) = z + QCcl(h + 1)1(z) =.f’(z) + A; 
A = QCAh + 1)1(O), 
(11) 
so that 
Hence, in what follows we will use the F(z) given by Eq. (11) and for con- 
venience label it as f(z). 
Setting h,(z) = T,u(z), h*(z) = TpTp(z),..., observe that hj+ ,(z) = (Qph,);, 
for j> 1, and h(z) = x7=, hj(z). We need the result stated below in its 
entirety and although parts of it are probably known we outline a proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let v(z)=zYZbxD, where a and h are integers. Then Qv(z) 
diverges when a 6 b d - 1, but converges elsewhere with 
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(z”zb+‘-zo-b-l)Xo/b+ 1, a>b+ 1, b# -1 
(zO loI3 lz12) x0, b= -1, ~20, (12) 
z=fb+ l/b + 1, adb, b> -1 
Proof: If z = reie, V=pe@ one obtains in (4) 
Qv(reie) = 
-eiO(a-bpl) 
~ ijD g dx dy 
n e’“‘” - b) d 
4 
= 
e” - (r/p) 1 ’ Ofb dp. (13) -77 
Applying the Cauchy integral formula with a B b + 1 we deduce that 
Qv(re”) = -2(~)‘-~-’ i’ p2b+’ dp 
for r < 1 (and zero otherwise). Hence, Qv(z) is supported in D. For b # -1, 
we get 
Qv(z)=z [Iz~~(~+‘)- l] x0, 
from which the first expression in (12) follows, and similarly for b = -1. If 
a < b, then by the inside-outside theorem (see Derrick [3]), the contour 
integral in (13) is equal to minus the residues of the singularities of the 
integrand outside the unit circle. Hence 
Qv(reie) = 2(reie)u- b ~ I J6’ p2’ + ’ dp, 
which diverges if b 6 - 1, and yields 
for b > 0. This completes the proof. 
In what follows we will make frequent use of the following identities: 
(1 -x)-P= f (P-;+n)x”= f 5 (p),, [XI< 1, (14) 
?I=0 n=O . 




(p),=p(p+ 1)x ‘.. x (p+n- l), p real, (P)~ = 1. (16) 
For (15) see Knuth [4] or Rainville [lo, p. 701. The function 
(1 -,/-)/(2x) is the generating function for the Catalan numbers. 
The fact that we can exploit the form of v(z) = zUzm ‘xD to obtain the 
normalized solution to (1) arises from the following observations: 
and 
We can now use Theorem 1 to evaluate Qp/r ,(z) and then 
h,(z) = (Q/.&r), or evaluate h,(z) = T($zl)(z) directly. The idea now is to 
compute enough of the h,(z) terms to predict their form. Having done this 
one must then compute the CF h,(z) and its transform. In the next section 
we will do this. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The following theorem is the principal result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. Let the complex dilatation ,u be given by (3). The normal 
solution f to the Beltrami equation (1 ), given by the formula in Eq. (1 1 ), is 
equal (in D) to 
gk(z)=z(l +m(f/z)k+l)l’k+’ for k>O 
Remark 1. Writing 
gk(z)=(zk+'+m~k+')"k+', (18) 
and z JzI Zm/l-- m=Zl/l-"~m/l-m it is easy to check that (1) is satisfied by 
the first two expressions. Clearly f(z) is a homeomorphism in D when 
k= -1. For k# -1, assume that gk(z1)=gk(z2). If z:+‘=zI;+‘, we have 
z,[l +m(5,/z,)k+‘]“k+1 =z,[l +m(F2/z2)k+1]“k+1; 
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observe that the terms in brackets are equal. If z:+’ # .z$+ ‘, raise 








leading to a contradiction since Irn[ < 1. Thus f(z) is a homeomorphism. 
The normal solution is obtained by extending the values of f(z) on 
Izl = 1 to C -D. For k = -1, we let f(z) = z. For k 3 0, use the identity 
Z= l/z on IzI = 1 to obtain 
f(Z)=~[l+-p&]“‘~+~‘, on C-D. 
This procedure does not apply for k < -2, because f(z) = 
z/[ 1 + mz2(-k-‘)] “(-‘- ‘) = 0( l/z) and f, = 0( l/z’), as z -+ co. This is the 
reason g&(z) cannot be used as the normal solution for k< -2. Instead, 
observe that if we raise each side of (17) to the (-k - 1 )st power and sim- 
plify, we have 
f(z) 
gktZ)= t-1 +mf 2(z)(-k-l)]l/(-k&I)’ k< -2, (20) 
indicating that f(z) = z is the normal extension of f(z) to C-D. 
It is a routine calculation to verify that f is the unique normal solution 
in the case k 3 0 and k = -1. We give a detailed construction of the case 
kd -2. This motivates the form of f and is more illuminating than 
calculating the appropriate derivatives. Also the cases mentioned above 
could be dealt with in a similar manner. 
LEMMA 1. rf k d -2, then 
Proof (Induction). By (12) 
h,(z)= (QPhj)z= 
* 
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from which (21) follows with j= 1. Assume (21) is true for all indices up to 
j. Then 
‘, + I(Z) = (QPhj)z 
I = [ -(--m)‘+’ $, n!(I,;‘,)! ((n+&) l(k+ 1)) /i 
( 
$k+l)(j+l n) 1 
X 
Zk+(k+I)(j+n)-Z2k(~+1)+2~+1 il: x0 
where 
TO complete the induction we must show that Bj , , (2) is the ( j + 1 )th term 
in h,, ,(z), that is 
,,$,, fl!(;& (“+&).=((;y;;!’ (.j+ l +&) . / / 
or equivalently, prove the following 
LEMMA 2. 
/+I 
c I-“” (n+&),=o. n=O n!(J+ 1 -n)! 
Proof (Induction). It is easy to check the result holds for j = 1. Assume 
it holds for all indices up to j. Then consider the partial sums of the 
( j + 1 )th case. We claim that 
s,= f: !-l’n (n+&),+, 
,1=0 n!(j+2-n)! 
=(-l)“(P+&),+JP!(j-P+l)!(j+2)(j+l+&). (22) 




,(l +kl(k+ l))j+l 
(j+ l)! [(&/tj+2)(i+l+&))-l] 
=-(l+kl(k+l))j+l (j+l) 
l!( j+ l)! ( 
j+2+ 
j$-i)/(it2)(i+l+&), 
from which it follows that S, satisfies (22). Assuming (22) holds for all 





(p+ I)! (j-p+ l)! 
1+1
=(-l)“(p+ 1 +W(k+ l))i+, 
p!( j-p + l)! 
sincep(p+l)-(j+l)(j+2)= -(j-p+l)(j+p+2), the numerator of 
the term in brackets becomes 
-(j-p+l) j+p+2+& 
( > 
from which (22) is verified. Finally, observe that by (22) 
Sj+,=(-l)j+’ (j+2)! Of .> 
which is the negative of the last term in the sum. 
Now that (21) has been verified we can complete the proof of Theorem 




= k+l n=O n!( j- n)! Z(k+l)(j+n)-l’ 
But Qcc(h + l)(z) = C; 1 Qclh,- ,(z), so reversing the order of summation 
and writing the n = 0 term separately, we have in D 
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Qp(1 +h)(z)=& ‘:‘I T~o((&)~(i+lY~(-~(~)k+l)’ 
m f (-1)” p+‘(‘-nl 
Sk+1 n=, n! Z(k+l)(l+n) -1 
Xj?-’ ((n+&)ii(i+ l-4)(--(;)““)‘. 
If we integrate (14) term-by-term, we have 
(1 -x)1-P- 1 
P-1 =x$,S. 
Hence, making a change of variables in the last sum, we get 
Q,u(l +h)(z)= [z~+‘+w&+‘]“~+‘-~ 
or, by (14) 
Qp(1 +h)(z)= [zk+‘+mi!k+l]llk+l-z 
Setting x = m/gk(z)2’k + I), gk(z) = [z” + ’ + mYk + ‘I”” + ‘, and recalling that 
f(z) = z + Q(p( 1 + h)) in D, we have 
Setting p = - l(k + 1) in (15), we see that (in D) 
from which the last part of Eq. (17) follows. 
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5. GEOMETRICAL IMPLICATIONS 
Recall that the construction produces a quasiconformal homeomorphism 
of C onto itself with complex dilatation ~(z)=m(z/z)~ x0 satisfying 
fz - 1 E LP(c). So far we have only paid attention to the mapping in D. 
Since p(z) is supported in D, the extension of f(z) to C-D must be 
conformal. So we must indicate how to extend f(z) to C. 
There is no difficulty with the k = - 1 case: f(z) = z IzI *M Pm) in D and 
f=z on C-D. 
For the k < -2 case, note that on IzJ = 1, 
1 
dZ)= ~1 +nr:2’k+“1 
-- 
k; 1’ (23) 
Comparing (20) and (23) it is evident that f(z) =z on Izl = 1, and that the 
identity is the proper extension of f(z) to c -D. 
The k 20 case is different. The image of the unit circle under gk(z) 
consists of a 2(k + 1 )-scalloped curve, symmetric with respect o the origin 
and both axes. Its maxima occur at 19 = 0, +n/(k + l), +2x/(k + l), with 
Ig(e”)l = [l +m]li(k+l), while its minima occur at $ = fn/2(k + l), 
+3n/2(k+ l), with Ig(eiti)l = [l-m] l’(kf’). The proper extension of f(z) 
to c -D in this case is 
which agrees with gk(z) on IzJ = 1. Here 
fz = 
Zk-mz-'k+*) 
Zk[l frnz -Z(k+l),k/(k+ 1) -+ ‘3 
as z -+ 03, and fz # 0, so f(z) is conformal on C - D. 
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